Join us for the welcome reception and awards ceremony for the 2019 national celebration of

NUCLEAR SCIENCE WEEK

Opening reception at
CHARLIE PALMER STEAK
9th Floor Terrace
101 CONSTITUTION AVE NW | WASHINGTON, DC 20001
TUESDAY, OCT 15 | 5-8PM
Drinks & Hors d'oeuvres

NATIONAL EVENTS

TUESDAY, OCT 15 | 5-8PM
OPENING RECEPTION AT
CHARLIE PALMER STEAK
9TH FLOOR TERRACE
Welcome event and award ceremony. Noted Actual Living Scientist George Alcorn receiving Nuclear Visionary Award.
DRINKS & HORS D’ŒUVRES.

WEDNESDAY, OCT 16 | 12-5:30PM
CAPITOL HILL DAY AT RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING
The Rayburn Foyer becomes a dynamic, interactive space where people can learn about and discuss the tremendous benefits of nuclear science.
FOOD & BEVERAGES AVAILABLE.
RECEPTION 4-5:30PM.

THURSDAY, OCT 17 | 4:30-7:30PM
US DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
MILLENNIAL NUCLEAR CAUCUS
Penhouse at the Wharf, 800 Maine Ave SW
The Millennial Nuclear Caucuses bring together the next generation of innovative leaders. This one will focus on bridging the gap between science and policy.
SUSTAINABLE RECEPTION WITH 360° VIEWS OF DC TO FOLLOW.

NuclearScienceWeek.org